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Cream of the Crop

The clean center leaves are the mildest leaves

Copyright, 1934. The
American Tobacco Company
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What'll I wear?

How many times has this question

clamped down on your anticipation of a perfectly swellelegant date, and left you feeling as flat as last night's
ginger ale?
Question, or no question, some of our smooth co-eds
seem to have no trouble what-so-ever in this line, for
some of the knock-outish outfits can be found "in our
own back yard"—well anyway on our own campus.
For instance—Who should be seen at the Kappa pledge
dance but Lukie Keeler with two smooth lines—one, the
usual line of chatter, and two, some really smooth lines in
a sophisticated tunic. This Russian silhouette is one of
the best this year, and fabrics are more luxurious and
elegant.

Her skirt was of black velvet (and of course a

little train in the back) topped off with a green metallic
cloth tunic shot with gold and silver dots.

The neckline

was high with the duckiest turn-back shoulder cuffs you've
ever seen!

The

black velvet belt with

the

huge

rhinestone buckle and matching rhinestone clips added
more glitter and glamor to her appearance.

Aside from strictly evening wear we like outfits for
the "Who wants to work anyway" attitude—something
like an old friend we can depend on—for the football
game, jelly, or what not.
One of our perpetual jellies—Gladys Keltzker ("Pea¬
nuts" to her intimates) has the jauntiest plaid wool en¬
semble ever! And by the way, these plaids—straight
from merry England, are very smart these days. It's a
red and gray plaid wool dress—rather plain with a short,
tight fitting black velveteen jacket. The jacket buttons
up the front with enormous red buttons and matching red
buttons on the cuffs. The plead collar and perky bow
of the dress are exposed over the neckline of the
jacket—very flattering indeed! Of course accesories
match, for accessories so it is said, make the costume.
Hats, shoes, and gloves follow the lines of the dress—
soft dress, soft hat; high collar, high shoes; plain dress,
plain gloves, etc. Consequently, with this more or less
tailored frock, a tailored black hat with a small brim,
plain black suede gloves, black suede high-cut and highheeled oxfords complete the costume-—and what a
costume!
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When autumn comes it usually brings falling leaves and
clear, fresh weather.

This year it also brought with it a

a dull finish grosgrain silk.

good football team and a lot of red and green rooter's

soft drape is correct.

shirts to dear old Washington U.

of course, does not show.

But that isn't all—

authentic style reports and retail sales trends indicate
that' the college man is becoming style conscious nigh
unto the sadly overworked nth degree.
How do we know?
clothes

Well, for one thing, Mr. College

correctly worn.

The

The lower edge of the waistcoat,
Trousers will be pleated if

preferred, and of generous cut.
And men, here's the dope on sports coats—mixed
tweeds and shetlands, ranging all the way from the

Man is beginning to realize the full value of proper
evening

Sleeves will be wide at the

top, narrow at the cuff. Excess padding is taboo; the

difference

be-

smaller hound's tooth check to the districts and glen
plaids, worn either with matching or odd trousers, are
correct.

That much we knew.

Here is the impo^^an^

point—plain jacket backs are returning.

Bi-swings, yokes,

pleats, and tucks will be seen-—young men like them—
but the trend changeth ever, and we're getting back to
the plain back jacket.
easy.

The cut should be long, the drape

Quite a few of the new models have two side

vents instead of a single center vent.

Very fancy pock¬

ets will furnish an outlet for the ideas of those who
harbor fond memories of the bi-swing era.

Further, a

fullness at the chest and shoulder blades and a decided
flare at the hips will be noticeable.

any way you look at it . . .

IT’S TAILS

"The rough homespun jacket of this type in plaid
patterns is sporty and serviceable. Note the
slanting pockets, side vents, and silk kerchief."
tween the occasion for a tuxedo and full dress regalia is
now very evident to the average young man.

The tail

coat, which in the past has run on barely even terms
with the dinner jacket at the various fraternity and soror¬
ity "formals," will be decidedly favored this year.

So

important an item is the tail coat to an up-to-date ward¬
robe that it might be well to comment on some of the

The correct wear for
all formal occasions
after six o’clock. Col¬
lege men are pretty
sensitive as to what is
smart and what passe,
so this is just a tip that
tails have crashed the
gate, and they’re in
for a long long visit.
Here’s summore inside
dope: repeaters are de¬
finitely out because of
several style changes
so come to headquar¬
ters and have yours
tailored for your indi¬
vidual requirements.

things which should be embodied in this garment. Three
features will distinguish this year's coat from its prede¬
cessors: medium breadth shoulders, a high waistline, and
long tails-—four inches is the difference.

On most models

the lapels will be cut back to expose the shirt front and

waistcoat (pronounced "weskit"), and will be faced with

807-9 N.SIXTH STREET
Saint Louis
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IS THE REASON I SMOKE A PIPE...
IT’S THE ONLY MILD PIPE TOBACCO
I KNOW WITH THE RICH TOBACCO
FLAVOR I LIKE

//

MORE SMOKING HOURS PER TIN
Edgeworth Smoking Tobacco is made and guaran¬
teed by Larus 85 Bro. Co., Richmond, Va., and is
sold in all sizes from the 15 cent pocket package to
the pound humidor tin. Several sizes are put up
in vacuum packed tins in which factory flavor and
freshness are retained in any climate.
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• OFF THE RECORD •
Ornithological Note

Apologia pro sua Vita
Almost exactly one year ago, a baby was born on
the campus.

He wasn't one of those hefty, nine-pound

infants that keep the neighborhood awake all night, and
create a sensation by waving their fists and insisting on
having their way.

No, he was almost still-born, but

somehow the breath of life was breathed into him, and
he lived the entire school year, getting a little stronger
month by month.
Eliot they called him, after his grandfather.

Eliot had

four older brothers, and since there was never much of
anything in the house, he, being the smallest and weak¬
est, didn't get very much to eat.

Well, last summer

one of his older brothers died; whereupon Eliot not
only got his own share of food, but also that of his de¬
ceased

brother.

So he grew in

length, width, and

breadth, and today has come out on the campus to re¬

It happened the other day in the library when we were
worrying about Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximines.
Just as we had about mastered Thales and water, in
popped a little English sparrow, his beak pressed anx¬
iously forward, eager to explore the mysteries of dic¬
tionaries, encyclopedias, and periodical guides.
But apparently
he began flying
care in the world,
as any to take his

his flying became purposeful and he dashed from one
corner of the ceiling to the other, as if looking for some¬
thing.

He wants to build a nest, we thought. Then

we thought of how Mrs. Fletcher would go over to him,
tap him on the shoulder, and say, "You can't build a
nest in the main library. You're in the engineering school,
aren't you?

Weil, you'll have to go to the engineering

iibrary." We thought of how heartbroken the bird would
be.

ceive congratulations on his first birthday.

something snapped inside him, and
back and forth as if he hadn't a
and found the library as good a place
morning exercise. Then after a while,

Just then the bell rang, and we realized we didn't

know whether Thales stood for air, fire, earth, or water.
All of which lengthy and rather involved metaphor
means that the Eliot is now a full-sized magazine and
makes its bow to the university.

Home Talent Again
There among the reclining slave girls and ladies-inwaiting of Cleopatra.

Or possibly making snake-hips at

Mark Anthony, or being pulled up over the side of the
royal Egyptian barge in a clam net. Did you recognize
her? We didn't. It was Bobby Stoffregen, A. B., '31, of

Local Girl Makes Good

Quadrangle Club, and all. De Mille picked her himself,

Of course it's all over now about how Mary—"Snooky"

they say, for the movie "Cleopatra."

We'll wager even

for short—-Wickenhauser made good in the big city,

her Phi Mu sisters didn't recognize her. No, not even the

and is playing in Marc Connelly's new play, and is un¬

Sig Chi's.

derstudy to the lead; but not everybody knows how
Mary almost didn't make good.

In fact, she had left

New York, giving up the part, and came back to the
old home town, because she was homesick.

Whenever

anybody told her to take care of herself, and eat lots of

Request
Last year the Eliot published a column every month
called "The Faculty Speaks."

vegetables, she said she’d break down and cry—get

in glee.

sentimental

just the funny ones.

over

the

vegetables.

So

even

after

she had had a chocolate soda with Mr. Connelly, and
had the part, she packed up and came home.

In it were inane state¬

ments by the faculty, made in seriousness, but accepted
We don't mean all the inane things they say—
After all, we only have twenty-four

pages.

The day

When your instructors say such things as "An annul¬

telling

ment can be granted to the wife when the husband has

her to report to the stage door as soon as possible, and

either a husband or a wife living at the time of the

after she. arrived

she

received

a

offering her various other inducements.

telegram

And now Mary

marriage" (Dr. Ralph F. Fuchs, Eliot, January,

1934).

Wickes is understudy to Margaret Hamilton, who, as

send them in to us. Share your instructor with the rest

Mary says, was sick for three weeks last year.

of the school.
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WHY THE COMIC?
Asks a Former Editor of Dirge In an
Article Written and Submitted Before
the Humor Magazine Was Abolished

by HAROLD CLOVER
That d isreputable step-brother of university publica¬

been a bone of contention.

It would be untrue to say

tions, the humorous magazine, was given another spank¬

that there is nothing offensive published.

ing recently at Northwestern University when "The Purple

written and pictured contents are, if not phonographic, at

Parrott" had its January edition suppressed by the uni¬

least rather dubious with an excess of doubles entendres.

versity Board of Publica¬

I admit it and have deliberately inserted such stuff my¬

tions with the additional

self.

possibility of complete

lege comic editors, are to blame.

suspension.

to confess that we are not only obscene ourselves, but

What interested
most

however,

me

in

the

newspaper article,

was

But I will not admit that I, or the majority of col¬
To do so would be

delight in purveying it to those who are less so.

I re¬

gard myself as being as clean-minded as any student in
the university, or, for that matter, as any member of

the statement made by

the faculty.

Professor William Slaugh¬

in mixed company and have nothing but contempt for

ter, a

those who tell such jokes.

member of the

Journalism
of

magazine and make it sell."

Much of the

Department

Northwestern.

He

I have a positive dislike for off-color jokes
Yet comic editors are gen¬

erally viewed as men that are set aside from the ordina-y student by virtue of their evil minds.

On the

said, "I do not believe

contrary, editors are desperately and constantly trying

the undergraduate mind

to bring new features into their magazines that will in¬

is capable of producing

terest the students.

enough clean humor and
irony to fill a monthly

so frequent.

The three last words in this

That is why scandal columns are

Names make news" and the column with

a lot of names and rumors is a strong point in circula¬
tion.

Contests for the most popular girl, best-dressed

sentence strike at the heart of fhe situation that college

man, or best-looking girl are being run continually to

comic magazines are in today.

stir up student interest.

"Make it sell."

Yet the bulk of the material

printed still consists of the same old jokes and cartoons.
If a college comic is to exist in a university at all, it
must sell. Circulation is a constant worry to the literary
editors as well as to the business staff.

Competition

The ones primarily to blame for the contents of the
comic are the students themselves.

Any editor of a

with other comics, indirectly of course, the prestige of

publication knows that to get best results, he must give

a larger number of readers, all combine to make the

his readers, in the main, what they want.

editors desire as large a circulation as possible.

as the following are constantly being put to an editor:

But

even stronger pressure in regard to increased subscrip¬

"What a

tions comes from the advertisers themselves.

What'cha tryin' to do,

fortunately we must listen to them.
are certainly not self-supporting.

And un¬

College comics

Practically their entire

costs of publication are paid for by the advertisers and
their final question is, "How many do you sell?"

A large

number of readers, therefore, is absolutely essential for
the h umor magazine's existence.

The literary publication

is, more often than nof, edited by a serious and think¬
ing group of students, content to struggle along with
a soul-satisfying ideal before them to make up for lack
of reader interest.

The student newspaper, usually is¬

sued free, fulfills a real need of the university.

Its con¬

tinuance is a matter of course and its stability is seldom
disturbed.

magazine

you

put out this

print a

month!

Sunday-School

Neither needs to depend on circulation as

does the comic.
The material in the college comic magazine has always

pam¬

phlet?" or "Heh, heh, heh, (accompanied by a slap on
the back) that was certainly a keen issue.

Boy, were

those jokes rich. And how did ya get away with that
car‘con on page fourteen?"
In a short informal survey last year, I interviewed, at
random, fifteen students, both men and women.

Neither the literary magazine nor the student news¬
paper has the same trouble.

lousy

Such remarks

of the questions was:

One

Which would you prefer, assum¬

ing that each joke was equally funny, a clean joke or a
risque one?"
Fourteen
preferred the latter.

out

of

the

fifteen

students

Faculty censorship, that oft-disputed question, instead
of stopping the evil, probably aggravates it.
old idea of prohibition all over again.
takes official cognizance of dirf.

It is the

The university

And the student editors

fry to see how close they can approach the indefinable
border-line and how offen they can sneak something over,
the readers of fhe jokes, under this system, judge them,

October, 1934
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not by were they good or bad but how they got in.

A

premium is put upon dirt.

priate for the student newspaper or literary magazine.
Alro, short stories and serious poetry need not be con¬
fined to the literary magazine. Comics are, on the whole,

A solution to the present difficulties confronting the
comic would be rather difficult.

furnished with many pages, splendid quality of paper

I would suggest, first

stock, and a budget which can include cuts and illus¬

of all, a change of attitude, by education, on the part

trations. Why shouldn't this expensive combination fur¬

of the students, faculty, and editors.

nish something better than a crude pun or a question¬

seriously.

Don't take it so

The comic, after all, is rather naive.

Again

able "He . . . she" joke?

When the English departments

it shouldn't be regarded as a comic magazine, and that

of the universities realize that they can use the humor¬

only,

Serious

ous magazine of their schools—more, that the editors

articles dealing with campus problems can quite easily

would gladly accept contributions of a more serious

be printed in the magazine which would not be appro¬

nature, then the comic is on the upward road.

New fields have and can be opened.

One of the chief troubles
with the comic is the lack
of contributions.

On

my

staff there are but three or
four people on whom I can
depend.

We

are forced,

therefore, to depend on ex¬
changes, which are generally
doubtful in material, or all of
the original material turned
in, much of which is equally
doubtful.
If these three things are
done, change the university's
attitude toward the comic
magazine; widen its scope;
and enlist more contributions,
the humorous magazine will
increase its prestige, become
more important to the uni¬
versity as a publication, and
satisfy
around.

more

people

all

The comic magazine is a
necessary adjunct to college
life.

Its flashy covers, stu¬

dent sketches and writings,
columns, and gossip have a
certain aroma of collegiana
about them that may disturb
the

high-minded

observer

but depict and reflect the
college student in a

light

that could be cast by no
other

department

university life.

in

the
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BILL
Beginning a Series of Sketches About
"A Poor Dumb Dutchman"-—Who Saw the
War, Hates Movies, and Likes Chocolates

by CLAIRE HARRISON
Bill and I settled ourselves before the open fire—Bill
with his pipe, me with the chocolates in my lap.

he offered to. share it with me. We walked along the road,

Bill,

and he would wear th cap for a distance of two telegraph

probably because he doesn't know any better, still has

poles—and then I would wear it for two telegraph poles.

certain pre-Depression ideas about calling on a girl—

But it kept getting colder and colder, and finally Eric re¬

bringing chocolates, for instance.

Besides, he rather

fused to let me haf the cap any more. My ears go numb

likes them himself and usually manages to eat well into

—and my haid filled with snow and began to freess stiff.

the second layer before eleven p. m.

I begged him to let me wear it for just a distance of one

Bill, in case you're curious, has been in America only

telegraph pole—and he refused.

Finally, I got mad and

about three years. He's a German—"just a poor dumb

jumped on him.

Dutchman" as he puts it—but really he's neither poor

pounding each other like two little wild cats.

nor dumb.

He's a darn smart engineer with a European

Ph. D.—and the cutest accent you ever heard.
English is a crazy combination of "school"

His

Over and over in the snow we rolled,

"First thing you know, Eric's nose wass bleeding—and
the cap wass lost somewhere in the snow.

I laughed at

English—

him then—if he had let me wear it, he would still haf

such as eyether and neyether-—along with such good old

had his cap part of the time—now he did not haf it at
all."

Americanisms as "lousy" and "baby."

I'm "baby."

Bill's real name is "Wilhelm"-—and about six other
things, including a "Von" or two.

He clipped them all

down to just plain "William Fall" though, last
year when he took out citizenship papers—and
he was "Bill" to the Yankee students at Hidelburg long before he even thought of coming
over here.
Bill hates movies—except the news-reels—and
he likes my open fire-place, so that's where we
spent a good many evnings last winter.

He'd

light his pipe and I'd curl up on a cushion and
hunt for the chocolates with the nuts in them.
One night he had worn a new hat—a gray
felt one wich he pulled over his eye in his very
best gangster manner.

Out of consideration for

my tastes, he had given up wearing a derby—
but I'm afraid the felt hat didn't look any better
to me.

But it was hats in general that brought

up the story.
"You know—I nearly killed a kid once ofer
a

cap.

I

wass

pairhaps thairteen—and

the

town where I am from wass but a few kilometers
from the front—and we boys at school wair alwayss running away to see the war.

Usually we

wair stopped long before we got there and sent
home.

On this particular day, it wass very cold

—with much snow on the ground.

My friend

Eric and I did not feel so much like going to
school.

Our friends in the class just abofe us

had gone off to be soldiers.

We must wait an¬

other year and school wass very dull with can¬
nons booming just across the Rhine.
"We hid our books in a basement grating
and started off early in the afternoon.
wass cold!

Gott!

It

I had no cap-—but Eric had one, and

"Did you ever get to the battlefield?"
(Continued on pa&*

18)
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LAWRENCE IN OAXACA
In Mexico They Meet—the Erratic
Author of "Sons and Lovers" and the
American Mine Owner, Hacendado

by LEIGH WHITE
It is the cool patio of a casa in Oaxaca, capital of
the state of Oaxaca, 360 miles south of Mexico City. I
sit back in my wicker chair, listening contentedly to the
enthusiastic voice of my host, Senor Beardsley, American
hacendado, mine-owner, tycoon of the great Oaxaca
Valley.
"If I were a young man," he is saying, "and knew what
I know now, I'd crawl on my belly to get down here and
buy a hacienda. Everybody loves it here. Even that
English writer, what's his name? . . . Lawrence, yes, D. H.
Lawrence. Only they called him Senor Lornzo down
here.
"You knew Lawrence? Oh, just read his books, eh?
I've read several too but I can't remember their names
. . . My head's whirling today. I can't remember any¬
thing.
"Lawrence's books were crazy things. I couldn't see
anything in 'em. And if the English girls in every day
life are like the English girls he depicts, I feel sorry
for 'em. But of course, they're not. At least I don't
see how they could be. His books give a warped pic¬
ture of things and a lot of funny people like to read 'em
because they're neurotic and sensual . . .
"Now that's a funny thing, because Lawrence didn't
appear to me to be that type at all. He looked like a
scientist or something with his pale, cadaverous face
and that heavy black beard of his. He had tuberculosis
here too, you know, and he looked as if you could brush
him over with a straw.
"But his wife, now, was different. She was sensual
enough! A big, blonde, German, several years younger
than he was, but a fine woman just the same. I kind'a
liked her myself!
"Did I ever tell you about the Bohemian supper they
invited us to? I don't know what Bohemian means, but I
guess that's what you call it. Anyhow, it was the crazi¬
est thing I ever saw. Lord, but it was funny!
"You know they lived out on the north-east corner of
town in. Father Rickard's casa. He was an Englishman,
too, but he was converted and became a Catholic priest
here. They rented a couple of rooms from him and
used his Indian servants and also an Indian mozo of their
own named Rosalino.
"Well, they just sort'a camped out you might say.
They didn't have any furniture of their own and they
slept on pallets on the floor. Their place was a mess—
Bohemian, I guess you'd call it.
"Well .they invited us to supper one Sunday night,
my wife and me. When we got there, they had Father
Rickard's silverware on their old onyx-topped table—

the onyx was all right but the paint was all off the wood
—and instead of chinaware, they had gourds and Indian
pottery stuff from the Mercado. That was all right
with us, though, because it was something different. Bo¬
hemian, you know.
"Instead of Mrs. Lawrence or one of the mozos cook¬
ing the meal, Lawrence was cooking it himself. They
were having ducks, and Lawrence was as excited about
it all as a kid with a new toy. He had a big green
apron on and he stood in the kitchen doorway talking
to us in the other room while we all waited for the
ducks to cook. Every now and then he'd leave us to
baste the ducks and see that the chocolate didn't burn.
All the vegetables—calabazas, lettuce, tomatoes, chiles,
and onions—were made into a salad on the old onyx
table.
"Well, pretty soon Lawrence interrupted the conver¬
sation and made us all come out to the kitchen to
sample the ducks. They weren't done, but he thought
they were, so we said yes, and he brought 'em in and
put 'em on the onyx table with the salad.
'Where're the potatoes?' his wife asked.
" 'Oh, I forgot!' he said, and ran out to put 'em on
the stove.
"While we waited for the potatoes to cook, the ducks
got cold—he wouldn't let us eat 'em alone—but pretty
soon everything was ready and we ate. We enjoyed it
though. First time we. ever had a real Bohemian meal.
Oh, but it was funny! Lawrence was just like an absentminded college professor the whole time!
"Then Lawrence and his wife and their mozo Rosa¬
lino would always come by and ask us if we didn't
want to walk to San Felipe and back or to Huayapa
or Tule or Culiapan. Now they were younger and
walked all the time and maybe those places weren't
far to them. But to us, they were a long way, and we
never went with 'em. Wish we had now. It'd have been
interesting . . .
"Did you ever read 'Mornings In Mexico'? How'd
you like it? Not so well, eh? Neither did I. It just
sold on his name. Nothing but a potboiler? Not worth
a damn! Of course, it was all interesting to us down
here, but to a stranger it would be just tripe.
"And some of the stuff in that book is pure bunk!
Like that about Rosalino and his thoughts. Why, Rosa¬
lino was taking him for a ride the whole time he was
here. Anything to get Lawrence to shell out a peso or
two.
"One day Lawrence lost something, some idol from
Monte Alban I think. He asked Rosalino to find it for
(Continued on page 19)
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CHECK
A Short Short Story
Complete on This Page

by J. WILLIAM JAMES
Alfred Willoughby, tall, slender, bespectacled, engineer
in charge of construction on the great Buck Run dam,
surveyed Mike Moran, of Moran and Company, Incor¬
porated, with an indifferent stare.
But, I say, old top," he countered, and his voice
carried no hint whatever of nervous anarthria. "I warned
you that the west spillway was not up to specifications.
Quite to the contrary, it's a very nasty piece of work."
Moran fumed.
"So that's why you cut it out of my partial estimate?"
"Quite right!" Willoughby admitted without reluctance.
'And what do you intend to do?" Moran asked. The
question came crisply and fairly reeked of vexation.
"Do?" Willoughby said. "Why, I can't say that I in¬
tend to do anything. After you have completed the east
spillway so there will be no danger of washout, you may
begin at once tearing out the west and reconstructing
it." His voice carried a very definite quality of deter¬
mination.
Moran's lips purpled.
clenched again.

His hands clinched, relaxed, and

"Why, you—you—" he sputtered, "you can't do that!"
"Indeed?" Willoughby lifted his brows in mock sur¬
prise. "I believe I'm in charge here. What's to keep
me from holding you to specifications?"
Moran came close to shake a trembling finger under
Willoughby's long nose.
"Just this," he said, "I've got one hundred thousand
dollars tied up in that spillway, and I'm not going to lose
it through your childish sense of honesty. If you didn't
like the way we were putting in the job, why didn't you
stop the work before we finished it?"
Willoughby smiled wanly.
"Really now, old chap," he said, "1 warned you on
three different occasions. If you wish. I'll get the Chief
Engineer down to look it over."
"To hell with you and the Chief Engineer," Moran ex¬
ploded. "I'll take this thing to court. I’ll show you
who—who—" Without completing the threat, he stamped
angrily from the little office.
Willoughby adjusted his spectacles, tamped and lit
his pipe, and dug into the pile of papers on his desk.
Moran want straight to his superintendent, Joe Gillispie.
"You were right, Joe," he said. "He's going to make
us tear it out and build it over. Did you ever see the
likes of the pup?"
Gillispie shook his head.

"Beats all how these muddle-headed engineers figure
things out. Wonder if he's got a price? He looks too
dumb to be bought—but that's the only way out."
"Yeah," Moran agreed. "He sure is one dumb bunny.
I'd give him twenty thousand to pass the spillway over
to the next estimate."
"Maybe he'd take it," Gillespie suggested. "Why
don't you try him? It couldn't hurt matters."
Moran clamped down tight on the stub of his cigar
and strode out into the open air.
Ten minutes later he was again facing Willoughby
over the little desk which was eternally bestrewed with
nondescript papers, maps, and surveying equipment.
"I've been thinking this thing over, Willoughby, old
man, and I thought maybe we could reach some sort of
agreement. Smoke?" He proffered a fat, black cigar.
"Thought maybe we could get together on that spillway."
Willoughby's expression was meaningless.
"Possibly," he agreed.
"Well," Moran went on, "there's no need to beat
about the bush." He produced a long, bulky-looking
envelope, and tossed it to the table. "There's twenty
thousand dollars in that, and it's yours if you agree to
pass the west spillway over to the next estimate.
And...."
"And what?" Willoughby asked.
"And stay off the job until it's finished."
"My word!" Willoughby stammered. "That's quite an
extraordinary proposition.
Hypothetical, to say the
least, but—"
"Then you'll take it?" Moran leaned forward eagerly.
"By all means," Willoughby replied. "I can't say that
I've ever been offered so much money af one time."
"And you agree to stay off the job until it's finished?"
Moran asked in way of closing the deal.
"Quite, old top—and very definitely."
"Good!" Moran exclaimed. "I knew you had brains."
He slapped Willoughby upon the back with such force
that his horn-rimmed spectacles fairly leaped from his
eyes to skid half across the rough table. Then laughing
victoriously, he strode from the little office.
The next morning Anthony Miller, chief engineer of
Empire Engineering Corporation, pondered a night-letter
just received from Buck Run. It read:
"Moran paid me twenty thousand dollars to stay off
the Buck Run job stop Better send a man to take my
place stop Taking night train to London stop Carrying
west spillway over to next estimate have relief man
check.
Signed Willoughby."
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YOUTH COES GAILY
Beginning the Adventures of a
Night School Student Who Goes
to Europe on a Mule Boat

by JACK MORRIS
All day long cars full of mules were pushed one by

Slowly then we came on deck, gathered about in little

one into the long low warehouse alongside the wharf.

groups of four or five.

Each disgorged its load of mules.

piles of baled hay and stretched out there in the sun.

ing,

rearing, they came,

Biting, kicking, snort¬

driven out of their narrow

confines by shouting negroes with long sharp prodding

Some climbed to the tops of

In a few minutes O'Farrell came by.

"All right, men,

up on deck here," he shouted.

The "men" came strag¬

gling to the place he indicated.

We sat about on hatch

covers and bales of hay.
smiled.

O'Farrell looked us over and

It was his twenty-sixth trip and our first.

He

was a big husky fellow with a "fair, round belly" and
a full ruddy face.

He always wore pigskin gloves and

carried a heavy wooden cane.
"Well, men," he began, "we're about to sail.
all got passports now; everything's set.

You've

Now you'll all

get along okey on this boat if you work. There's just so
much work to do and so many men to do it.

Everyone

has his share to do and as long as he does it he'll get
along, but if he goes to laying down on the job, it's
liable to be tough on him.
sticks.

Into the narrow runway they thundered, three at

a time, wild-eyed, frightened.

They rushed along until

their break was suddenly halted by heavy cross timbers.

Now, do you all under¬

stand that?"
Everybody grinned

half-heartedly;

no

one

replied.

O'Farrell went on.

Other timbers were quickly shoved into place behind

"Now we're going to divide you men into two crews.

them, thus hemming them into a narrow twelve-foot
. aisle.

One bunch will work fo'ard with me and Jenkins; the

Alongside on a runway crouched the "Mule Maids,"
fresh, ruddy-faced American youths, college-bred and
out for adventure.

Suddenly and simultaneously they

rose up, each with a rope halter in hand.

They seized

the trembling mules by their short-cropped manes or by
their long flopping ears.

They pulled the halters in place

over their mouths and powerful jaws.

They tugged and

pulled them again into position over those long ears and
those massive foreheads.

They seized the neck straps,

other will go aft with Alec and Angel."
He drew from his pocket a slip of paper.
"These men will go aft.
called.

Step aside as your name is

Bradon •—• Asher — Dinaldi—Harper—Martin—

Morris—Where's

Morris?"

he asked suddenly in

the

midst of the roll call.
"Here," I shouted and slid from the bale of hay on
which I was sitting.

He gave me a quick onceover.

He

had evidently never seen me before.
"All right, Morris—Robinson—Hoffman," and so on

drew them taut, and jerked them into firm knots. Other
boys pulled out quickly the timber barriers; those on the
runway slapped their mules and hallowed, "Hi, there.
Yeaoww.

Sit outta here, you -."

There was

a clatter and a roar, a sudden tattoo of hoofs and
the mules stamped their way up the narrow gangplank
and onto the deck of the "Monarco," there to be re¬
ceived by brawny negroes and led below to their stalls.
From early morning, when we had breakfasted on black
coffee only, until noonday we labored, sweating and
sweltering under the oppressive heat and stench of the
warehouse, shedding one by one our garments as they
became unbearable.

Noon brought a brief respite from

work and a meal of meat and potatoes.

Then we turned

to again, perhaps with less zeal but undiminished effici¬
ency, and did not stop until the last timber had been
moved into place and the last mule had been safely
loaded aboard.

through the list until he had divided the group into
halves.
"All right, Alec, take your bunch down and put 'em
to work."
(Con inurd on pa&e 19)
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A One Act Plj Abe
of Those WhcJve
Settlement in jrthei

by LAUlN S
CHARACTERS
Mr. Nelson (Pa)

Czecka Siederstrom

Gredda

Mamie

Mrs. Roulaix

George

Mrs. Johnson

Olaf Finnstadt

Scene: Swedish settlement on a Northern Minnesota lake.
Time: The present.
The set is the interior of a log cabin, with a fire-place
left -rear.

There is a gun on the wall above the fire¬

place, a seine on the right wall, a window left-center
in the back wall, a cot against the right wall covered
with a bright Indian blanket, and several Indian rugs
on the floor.

There is a table left-center and behind it

a chair, a rocker right-front and several other chairs. The
room is not neatly arranged and fishing gear is scattered
about the place.
(Pa is seated in the chair behind the table, fixing gshing tackle spread out on the table before him.

He is

smoking an old pipe and humming a tune to himself.
He suddenly stops humming and calls.)
Pa: Mamie, where are them feathers your kids were
s'posed to get fer me?
(Mamie enters.

She is a half-breed Indian, dressed in

drab clothes, hair parted in the middle with two bra ids
hanging down on either side of her face.
and slow.

a small box.
goes out.

She is fat

She walks silently into the room and give? Pa
She looks at him and when he nods she
Pa rummages in the box and selecting a

feather or two begins to fasten them around a hook. He
picks up another—then throws it down on the floor in
disgust.)
Pa: Tell them kids I can't use chicken feathers.

Flies

are s'posed to ketch fish, not scare 'm away—and hurry
up with my breakfast.

No canned beans, mind you—

you Indians 'ud live off a' canned beans I think.

My

wife 'ud turn over in 'er grave if she seen the kind a'
victuals I have to eat now.
(Mamie enters with a platter of food and a pot of
coffee.

Pa pushes his tackle aside and she sets it down.

She gets him a cup from the mantle above the fire-place
and pours him a cup of coffee.

Pa takes a bite of food,

then suddenly points to the seine on the wall with his
fork.)
Pa: Get some of the boys to mend that seine.

An'

tell 'em not to miss any holes.
(Mamie goes to the door, opens it and calls "George."
Almost immediately a quiet, dark boy enters.)
Mamie: (Pointing to the seine) Mr. Nelson say fix
him—all holes. (She points to the feather on the floor)
No chicken feather—all bird—you hear?
(George nods, picks up the feather, gets down the seine
and goes quietly out.)

US' WAYS
PI; About the Ways
/hdive in a Swedish
in jrthern Minnesota

MJiEN STEBER
Pa: Hmph. they eat enough, they can work some fer
it. They ought to be glad to pick feathers. I have to
keep makin’ flies day and night fer them stores down to
St. Paul to pay fer all the beans they eat. I don t see
why you Indjians don't eat like human bein's—human
beins—human beans—ha, ha, ha. That's a good one, eh
Mamie? Human beans—ha, ha.
Mamie: (Not laughing, seeming not to know what it's
all about.) Unh!
(There is heard the loud shouting of children outside.)
Pa: Make them kids stop that! Ever since I took you
in this place has been like a crazy-house. I'd a' been
better off if I'd taken in Roger's old woman. Then I'd
a' only had one crazy one on my hands.
(Mamie has crossed to the window, left-center of room.
She knocks on it, shakes her head and the noise subsides.)
Pa: Say, Mamie, was Gredda up while I was guidin'
on Lac la Croix?
Mamie: (Shaking her head.) Unh!
Pa: Humph! She ain't been round much since she took
up with that new doctor and his woman. (Pushes platter
away.) Gredda's like that—soon's anybody shows her
some kindness she runs after 'em. She ain't got no mind
of 'er own. Well, let 'er.
(Mamie picks up the platter and goes out. Pa begins
to work again with his tackle.)
Pa: Let 'er stay away—we don't need 'er—hey Mamie?
(Pa knocks out his pipe, goes to the mantle, refills it
and relights it. Mamie re-enters and begins to straighten
the cot covers.)
Pa: Bet if her mother was here she'd be runnin' up
ever' day. After Ma died and she went down to Virginia
City to get taught in the high school she ain t had much
time fer me. Oh well—let er go—I says—guess we ain t
good enough fer 'er.
(There is a knock. The door opens and Olaf enters.
He is a tall, rough-looking, middle-aged man.)
Olaf: H'llo Sven.
Pa: Mornin' Olaf.
Olaf: Have any luck up on La Croix?
chair.)

(Sits down on

Pa: Yep-—soon's they threw away their fancy tackle
and used a "spinner" like I told 'em. The Chicago fella
caught a musky—but he let 'im get next to the boat—
flap goes his tail (Pa slaps his hands' on flap ) and
away goes the musky.
Olaf: Yah—them city fellas don't know how tuh fish.
(There is a pause—both shake their heads in scorn.)
Olaf: Say, have you got a fishin' license?
(Continued on pa&e 21)
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GEORGE WASHINGTON, MORPHEUS AND
300 WOODEN PENCILS
A Perfectly Silly Story About What
Happens in the Library When
Heraclitus Becomes Too Abstract
by ED MEAD
I was seated quietly in the library reading room when
I suddenly noticed that_ my pencil had become fixated
in the air, two feet and six inches from the table top.
The other people in the room, of whom there were up¬
wards of three hundred, were, of course, under the
same difficulty except for two individuals in the north¬
east corner, who had no pencils at all.
"Well," I said, "there really isn't much point to this.
You may put them down if you want. On the paper,
please."
But, try as they would, they could not.
"But you must, naturally," said a bass
voice from somewhere above the door.
It was George Washington speaking,
from his picture, alongside the horse's
tail. "There's almost no way of get¬
ting down," he added. "I've thought
of it for years."
"You could jump," I said.
"Naturally," said George, jumping
down, horse and all, and beginning to
parade around the room. As he passed
the shelves, the history books, as might
be expected, stepped out, one by one,
and followed him around the room,
traild by the remaining volumes.
"Why," I said in one breath, "it's an
allegory. That's silly."
"Silly," said George, coming up and
grasping my left elbow, "is hardly the
word for if."
"Yes, consider the facts," said a third
party from somewhere." Professor Blich,
in his address to the blitter blitter blit¬
ter, announced that the blitter blitter
would convene on the blitter. Profes¬
sor Blich is a member of blitter blitter,
and according to reports—
"No," I said, "you'll have to stop
him. Really, I can never go through
with it."
"May I?" said George, slitting him
up the back, and removing a stiff sec¬
tion of editorial board, whereupon the
creature collapsed and sifted through
the floor, leaving only the indistinct
number "30."
George had no sooner done this than

he fired his pistol into the air, making a hole in the ceil¬
ing, from which filtered two grains of popcorn, one of
which immediately disappeared, leaving the other one
free to pop before my eyes and deposit a gentleman
befor me on the table.
"Scat!" said that gentleman, "if you don't mind," and
George, horse and all forthwith became two small puddles
of oil paint, one red and the other blue, with a white
wig in between. And the books all scuttled back to
their shelves and were very quiet.
"Books, bah!" said the gentleman, throwing a paper(Conti ued on pa&e 20)
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VERSE
by WINIFRED DUNCAN
CONVENTIONALITY BE DAMNED
I find no cause to force unwilling rhyme
Into my songs, their cadenced rhythm grows
Right from my tongue, while from my heart there flows
More tender feeling than the thought of time.

HIGH TEA
The frosty cold
Makes us more bold
To find

Yet many singers choose to be sublime,

a cheery place

They claim that risking words, turns poems prose,

With welcome grace

But I refuse to sympathize with those

Designed.

Who would not stoop to end this line with dime.
My errant moods may skip from place to place,

Without cold night,

I do not care how far my fancies race,

Within warm light;

Or when they will return .... I'll leave a space
Where you may note or sketch your latest bonnet;
I will be different, my heart's set upon it,
And here I am, imprisoned in a sonnet.
In spite of circumstance and strict confines,

How sweet
The hour of tea,
To you and me
A treat.

I'll dare your scorn and add some extra lines,
And make no try to rhyme this line at all.

Trio of strings
Plays dreamy things

SIEVE

Close by:

The moonlight filters through my fingers

Soft serenades,

And in your eyes its silver lingers;

Gay scherezades

The sole caress upon my palm,

So high.

It fills my questing soul with calm
And turns to crystal my soft skin
Like frozen hope for might-have-been.
To match the witchery of your presence,
I try to grasp its magic essence,
Yet as my fingers swiftly close,
The molten moonlight slowly flows
Between the creases, up my wrist

A quiet seat
Where we may meet
And tell
Of rhymes and cats
Of art and hats
Pell mell.

And to the ground. Not only missed
Was inspiration's brimming cup,

The bill of fare

You would not stoop to pick it up,

Is such a care

But thoughtlessly you left me where
I reached for things which were not there.

THAT YOU MIGHT LOVE
To hear your name on other lips
When you and I are far away,
A certain tenseness tightly grips
My heart when I hear someone say,
"He? Oh, he’s fine and sends his best."
That's all they ever seem to tell
Me of you, dear; they'd not have guessed
I sought to know more than "He's well."

For two;
Oolong, I think
I'll take to drink
With you.
Some scones and jam
Or spicy ham
On toast,
I think I'll try,
But really I
Like most

Yet you remember me enough
To say, "Give her my best regards."
I wonder if it's plain rebuff,
Or just to still gossip, your words?
But when I've waited one long week,
And learn your thoughts of me are small;
I went away that you might speak:
I'd best remained, not gone at all.

To watch your hair
By candle's flare
Turned gold.
So talk to me
Until our tea
Is cold.
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WHY DISARMAMENT FAILS
A Discussion of International Dis'
armament, in the Light of the
Recent Munitions Investigation
by HYMEN DOBEN

I.
The recent munitions exposures, both by public peri¬
odicals and the Nye Committee, is awakening the world
to why disarmament has failed. Recent revelations have
shown that the munitions manufacturers are carrying on
an insidious propaganda of false patriotism in all coun¬
tries and have corrupted statesmen all over the world.
They have wielded enormous profits in a time of general
depression, and while citizens of all nations bent by the
yoke of the past, have invoked their gods for peace,
the munitions-maker has laid and is laying the founda¬
tions of a new and far bloodier strife.
It is an accepted fact that one of the contributing
causes of the last war was the heavy armament race be¬
tween various countries. What is gen¬
erally overlooked is the false propaganda
disseminated by the munition-manufac¬
turers of Europe that led to these collec¬
tions of armaments. Now that the war
is over we know that the reports pub¬
lished in England as to the growing size
of the German Navy and the information
spread in Germany concerning the Eng¬
lish Navy were nothing but false propa¬
ganda. Shareholders in munitions compa¬
nies, however, holding positions of con¬
siderable influence, were able to induce
public men to accept thes baseless state¬
ments.

involves a scheme to surround Japan for sofe military
purpose.
II.
The power of the munitions-men has not been exag¬
gerated. They have, as the recent Senate investigations
show, combined, and their representatives hold high
positions in the governments of nations. Among the
more notable concerns are the Schneider-Creusot com¬
pany of France, the Krupp company of Germany, the
Bethlehem Steel company in the United States, and the
Vickers-Armstrongs of England. An idea of their enormosity may be gained from the following paragraphs, a
quotation from a recent issue of "Fortune":
The sun never sets upon Vickers.

We can strike at an example closer to
us. Every large naval bill that has ap¬
proached Congress during the past 25
years has brought with it an accompany¬
ing propaganda as to the likelihood of a
war with another nation, usually Japan.
In Japan, such a policy was likewise en¬
acted, and according to the latest out¬
look, has been bearing fruit. Thus when
the United States recently recognized
Russia, an intense propaganda carried on
by the world's munitions makers in Japan
aroused the suspicions of that people to
to regard the action as hostile, and one
Japanese admiral is quoted as saying:
The United States has now restored
normal relations with Soviet Russia. We
naturally think that the restoration of
normal diplomatic relations between
them, two good neighbors of Japan,

"According to Science this can't happen."

It has its fac-
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tories in Roumania where for greater convenience,
Sir Herbert Lawrence is a director of the Bank of
Roumania (and Vickers to some degree allies itself
with the Czechoslovakian armament firm of Skoda). In
Italy it latinizes its name to Societa Vickers-Terni; in
Japan it has as a sibsidary the Japan Steel Works,
and thus allies itself with the Japanese armament and
industrial firm of Mitsui. There are Vickers factories
or subsidiary companies in Spain, Canada, Ireland,
Holland . . . and New Zealand.
And:
Charles Prosper Eugene Schneider is a man of many
offices—the executive head of hundreds of armament
firms throughout Europe. He is the president of the
Schneider-Creusot Co., armament manufacturrs, with
mines, smelters, and foundries scattered throughout
France. He is director of the Bank de I'Union Parisienne, one of whose most profitable sources of business
is the financing of loans for armaments. In 1920 he
founded and became the president of I'Union Europeene Industriale et Financiere—a holding company cap¬
italized at 140,000,000 francs. Through it SchneiderCreusot controls 182 French companies that manufac¬
ture heavy ordnance, machine guns, tanks, shells, ammu¬
nition, and warfare chemicals. Out of the $300,000,000 which, at the most conservative guess, represents
the annual billing of France's concerns, Schneider-Creu¬
sot or subsidiaries take the lion's share.
But I'Union Europeenne has an even more impor¬
tant function. Through it Schneider-Creusot reaches
out to control 230 armament and allied enterprises
outside France. The greatest of these concerns is
that glittering jewel in the crown of the principal ideal
state that came into being in 1919 as the result of

the self-determination of oppressed people.
is Czechoslovakia, and its jewel is Skoda.

The stafe

Their profits have been enormous, and even in depres¬
sion times, while most of our industries lost money and
countries were heavily in debt, the munitions companies
enjoyed profits ranging from 12 to 30 per cent. With
such great stakes it is little wonder that the munitions
makers have sought to consolidate their position. Ac¬
cordingly they have spread their influence into the very
machinery of governments and have reached such a posi¬
tion where they can easily dictate the world's position
on disarmament. Prominent statesmen, professed lovers
of fhe peace, are revealed upon the company's lists as
stockholders. Thus says Fortune:
And England's aristocracy takes pleasure in clipping
its coupons. Among the more prominent shareholders
of Vickers or allied concerns in 1932 were: Right Hon¬
orable Neville Chamberlain, Chancellor of the Ex¬
chequer; Sir Austen Chamberlain, M. P., winner of the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1925; and Sir John Simon, Sec¬
retary of State for Foreign Affairs (but who sold out
his shares last year). In 1914 the list was even more
imposing. It included that loftly philosopher, Lord
Balfour . . . Lord Curzon, and also Lord Kinnaird (presi¬
dent of the Y. M. C. A.), three bishops, and Dean
Inge, of St. Paul's. It was in the same year that So¬
cialist Philip Snowden spoke in Parliament: "It would
be impossible to throw a stone on the benches oppo¬
site without hitting a member who is a shareholder
in one or the other of these firms."
Little wonder then that nations despite the people's
clamor have been backward in disarming when it is
against the very interests of their statesmen to disarm.

"Say, who do you think you're talking back at?"
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BILL
(Co Linui e ,rom pa )e f-)

"Not that time. Some soldiers came along the road
just then and chased us home. When we got back to
our town, it wass after dark. We went to the grating
where we had left our books—and someone had taken
them! I tell you we wair scared then. Eric had lost
his cap—and both of us had lost our school-books and
it wass very late. I went home—and my mother beat
me for losing the books and running away from school.
But I didn't haf to go to school the next day after all.
"Why not?"
"There wass a funeral. Two of my schoolmates had
also decided to run away to the battlefield only they
had gone in a slightly different direction. A stray shell
caught them."
"KILLED them?"
"Sure. For what else would they have a funeral?
"You mean—a shell killed a couple of school-boys?"
"Of course. It wass not unusual. We used to hunt
for exploded shells—we could sell the copper for a good
price. Listen, baby—death wass the ordinary thing then
—like eating—only much more frequent. Friends of
mine—only a year or so older—were dying in the
trenches every day. My brother wass but nineteen
years of age when he died. He had been in Brussels
and Mesopotamia—in fact, wass a man and a veteran.
He had a hole in - his side big enough to put your fist in.
Somehow I didn't feel much like eating any more
chocolates after that. And whenever anybody mentions
war'—war with Japan or Russia or any other nation—I
can't help but think of two little boys hunting for pieces
of copper—and suddenly being blown to pieces.

BILL'S POLICE RECORD
Bill and I were speeding along Lindell boulevard at
about fifty-five per. He's a peach of a driver—after
all automobiles are his job, and he can take them apart
and put them back together again and have them still
run! I was keeping my eye discreetly on the rear view
mirror for the Long Arm of the Law. When we went
through one sign on the white light, I protested.
"Someday, young fellow, you're going to be picking
up papers down in Tower Grove Park with a number
across your back. How you've kept from being arrested
this long is more than I can understand."
"I hafn't. I wass arrested twice in Europe."
"For speeding?"
"No—for felonies. Once for failing to pay a wine
check in a cafe—that iss a felony in Europe—and once
for stealing sugar beets when I wass a kid."
"For heaven's sake—here I am dating a man with a
police record! At last your past is coming to light."
"Well—the cafe incident wass really not my fault. I
went with a group of my fraternity brothers to the cafe.
I wass known but they wair not. We drank and one of
them put hiss hand in hiss pocket—I thought he paid
the check. They suggested we leave—and as I said, I
wass the only one the proprietor knew. He.sent a police¬

man to my house, and somehow I got out of it. I paid
the check—and the policeman."
"And—the sugar-beet incident?"
"I confess—I plead guilty. You see, baby, you wair
here in America during the war. You didn't know what
it wass to go without food—"
"We went without sugar. I can remember the sac¬
charine. Ugh! I used to scream and call it medicine."
"Sugar! Listen, baby—in Germany, food wass con¬
traband—like guns. The government used to raise sugarbeets, and after the sugar wass pressed out of them, the
stuff that wass left wass given to the civilians. Many
of the kids in my school had nothing to eat at all except
a sort of marmalade made out of sugar beets. My mother
had a dairy—but all the milk there wass—and there wass
not much—wass given to the babies ... so much for
babies one month old, two months, and so on. After
they wair eight months old—-they got no more milk. In
school, the teachers had to put the benches against the
wall, because so many of the boys wair too weak to sit
up without support."
"Well—did you have to steal the sugar beets?"
"They wair not exactly sugar beets. My mother
thought she might raise rabbits—there wass no meat of
any kind—but there wass nothing to feed the rabbits
with. I went out early one morning to find some leaves
or grass—when I came to one of the government fields.
The leaves of the sugar beet plants looked as if they
would make good rabbit food—and after all the soldiers
did not eat the leaves. I filled my sack and wass carry¬
ing it home when—puff! Up pops a policeman and de¬
mands to know what iss in the bag. I started to run and
she started to chase me—"
"She?"
Certainly—all the policemen were women. Big things
with clubs—scared of their own shadows. We used to
sneak up behind them and say 'Boo!' and they would
jump two feet in the air. Then they would chase us,
waving their clubs. Usually I could run away from them
easily—but the sack wass clumsy and I hated to lose it,
so I ran, trying to carry it—and she caught me."
"Were you arrested?"
f%,
"Yess—after she saw what wass in the bag. I wass
taken to court and they sent for my mother."
"Were you put in jail?"
"No. My father wass very high up in the Kaiser's
army—he wore the iron cross. They let me off—but they
kept the sugar beet leaves. So we couldn't raise any
rabbits."
"And you didn't have any meat?"
Oh—after a while the government issued horse-meat
—half a pound to a family."
"HORSE MEAT?"
Certainly—it iss not bad at all—no worse than your
White Castle hamburghers."
Just then we ran through a red light—and the warn¬
ing note of a police siren sounded unpleasantly near.
Well, Bill it sounds as if you are about to become
an international criminal."
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YOUTH GOES GAILY
(Continued from pa&e 11)

"Come on, men," said Alec, and away we went to the
aft end of the goodly ship Monarca.
Alec was O'Farrell's brother.
He was ten years
younger, not large, but of a brawny husky build. His
hair was blond and curly and his one good eye was a
clear cold blue. The other eye looked out blank and un¬
seeing from between half-closed lids. Across his cheek
were two deep livid scars. No on ever asked him how
they came there. One just naturally felt that it was
no subject for conversation, but we often speculated
upon it.
"Morris," he said, as he singled me out and led me
to the aft-est end of the shelter deck, "you take this
bunch of mules here. Get grain and hay back there.
You've got a good place to work in, plenty of room,
handy to the feed. Take care of these mules; be sure
you feed and water 'em plenty."
"Yessir.”
Alec disappeared down the narrow aisle between the
stalls. I turned on a hose and began watering my mules.
About seven o'clock a tugboat came. It puffed and
shrieked and strained as it began to draw taut the heavy
ropes that joined our vessel to it. Slowly our front end
began to swing in a great circle. The water rippled
and splashed as that broad, black bulk continued to move
sideways—slowly, laboriously. By inches the space be¬
tween the wharf and the vessel widened.
There
were no crowds there, no confetti, no streamers. A soli¬
tary man watched our departure gravely and passively.
The waterly lane widened to twelve feet, twenty
feet, forty feet. It was dark. Only the faintest tinge
of red hung in the western sky. Suddenly a mule broke
loose in a wild, plaintive hee-haw. In the stillness and
magic of the hour it sounded almost uncanny. The man
on the dock removed his hat and extended it toward
our vessel in farewell. The ship moved out onto the
silent water.
The voyage lasted twenty days. Always about us was
■ that mighty ocean which filled me with awe. Some¬
times it lay still and smooth as a polished floor; then it
heaved and groaned with mighty efforts; sometimes it
cast itself with tremendous vigor into gigantic rolling
hills between which yawned fearfully deep valleys and
chasms. There were bright sunny days when thousands
of tiny waves, white-capped, danced in the sun, spark¬
ling and shimmering as far as eye could see. By night
it was a mysterious black void of which one was con¬
scious but which one could not see.
■V, The work went on, of course, six or eight hours a
day, but there was lots of time left for idling, and mus• ing, and dreaming. We used to lie about on the hay,
stripped to the waist, under the warm spring sun. There
■were other days when the sun did not shine, when waves
dashed over our bow, when every venture out was almost
sure to mean a ducking. There were meals (terrible ones)

which we ate up on deck, sitting on anchors and ropes,
in order to get away from the steaming stench of the
mess-room. Later there were other meals of codfish
and coarse spaghetti which we gulped down ravenously
with little regard for taste or odor.
Days went on wearily and monotonously with little
change or variety from the usual routine of things. We
arose early, breakfasted, fed and watered the mules. We
worked on deck, carrying hay and sacks of grain; some¬
times we were sent below to bring up mules that were
sick, or to repair stalls that had broken down. In be¬
tween times we slept, rested, and talked about God, and
sweethearts, and home.
For seventeen days we saw no land. Then one morn¬
ing we arose before dawn. In the east toward which we
were travelling there glowed the faintest suggestion of
red light. Through the misty gray of that morning light
loomed dim and uncertain a craggy bulk which the man
on watch called "Espagna."
Imagine the thrill of it! We stood there straining
our eyes, entranced by that barren rocky coast. Then
we were sent below to feed and water.
Two hours later when I came on deck again the boat
was enclosed by land on two sides. To the south lay
the rugged coast of Morocco, on the north the smoother
outline of low Spanish hills, green in spots; and sloping
down to a sandy seashore. Gradually we steamed into
the choppy blue waters of the Straight. That great
British stronghold, Gibraltar, came into view. It looked
like a crouching lion, its paws extended, its head up¬
raised. All work on board was suspended. Everyone
stood against the rail or climbed to the tops of hay¬
stacks, and gazed spellbound at this land surrounding
us. Each one sought to be the first to discover new
objects on the mainland and then to point them out to
his companions. We exclaimed over every house, every
automobile, every spire, and each new piece of culti¬
vated ground. We were childish in our delight.
Two hours later the land disappeared but we went
about our tasks with light hearts, for we knew that to¬
morrow would bring us to Oran, our first port-of-call.

LAWRENCE IN OAXACA
(Co tinujd from pa&e 9)

him, and he did, but he said it cost him a peso to get
it back. Lawrence paid it, too! Why, Rosalino prob¬
ably had it all the time! But Lawrence went around
telling all us old-timers what a wonderful fellow Rosafino
was, how honest and faithful and all that.
"That's the trouble. Lawrence didn't know or under¬
stand the people down here. He didn't get below the
surface. He idealized everything he wrote about 'em.
"Now if somebody like me—who really knew the coun¬
try and the people—could only write! What a book he
could turn out!
"Now as I was saying—about this hacienda busi¬
ness . . . . "
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(.Continued from pa&e 14)
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US FOLKS' WAYS
lContinued

from pa&e 13)

Pa: What—you crazy, man?
Olaf: Huh—tho't you didn't—but I was talkin' to that
new Ranger yesterday and he says we got to get licenses
like other folks.
Pa: Why, the Warden wouldn't pick up any of us.
Olaf: That's what I told 'im—an' he says we ought
tuh get licenses anyway—says it ain't honest fer us lake
folks tuh fish fer nothin' and city folks have tuh pay.
Pa: He's crazy. It ain't crooked fer us lake people
not to have a license—Why, I been on. this lake forty
years and ain't never had one—and I don't aim to get
one.
Olaf: Me neither—tho't I'd just stop by and tell you
about it—Gotta be goin' now—got a party ready to go
up on Sandpoint—so long.
Pa: Good luck.
Olaf: (Turning) Say, could I loan your seine?
Pa: The boys are mendin' it.
Olaf: All right—g'by.
Pa: So long.
(As Olaf goes out—he is still holding the door—he is
heard saying "good-mornin' " to someone outside. Two
female voices respond "good morning." The door opens
wide. Gredda and Mrs. Roulaix. enter. Gredda is a tall,
slender, pale girl, obviously dressed in her "best clothes."
She is carrying a battered suitcase which she tries to
keep out of sight. Mrs. Roulaix is a rather short, plump
lady—dark and bright. She has a kind but firm look—
that of a benevolent busy-body.)
Pa: Oh, good mornin', Mrs. Doctor Roulaix. Good
mornin' Gredda.
Mrs. Roulaix: Good morning, Mr. Nelson.
Gredda: Good morning, father.
Pa: Set down, won't yuh. I'm kinda' s'prised to see
yuh—me and Mamie was just sayin' how long it's been
since you been up.
Gredda: Yes, it's been some time.
Pa: Didn't think that was you. I didn't hear your
motor.
Mrs. Roulaix: Gredda spent the night at my home and
we came up the lake trail.
Pa: Spent the night at your—why, you ain't been ailin',
have you, Gredda?
(Gredda shakes her head.)
Pa: Well, how come? What is it—(Slight pause. Pa
seems to notice suitcase for first time.) What you doin'
with that there box?
(Pause—Gredda seems reluctant to answer.)
Mrs. Roulaix: Go on ,tell him, Gredda.
Gredda: (Hesitatingly) 1—I've decided to leave Roger.
Pa: (Blankly, not understanding) What you sayin'? Leave
Roger? Why, you can't leave him.
Mrs. Roulaix: Why can't she? We've talked it all over,
and we've decided it's the only thing for her to do.
Pa: But why? What you wanta' loave Roger for—
he's a good man.

(Gredda sits down on rocker and avoids her father's
glance. Mrs. Roulaix sees that she will not answer.)
Mrs. Roulaix: Gredda is in love with somebody else.
Pa: (Walking over to Gredda) Who is it?
Gredda: Czecka Siederstrom.
Pr: Oh-—that new ranger fella—(turns to Mrs. Roulaix)
How long has this been goin' on?
(Gredda begins to answer, but Mrs. Roulaix cuts her
off.)
Mrs. Roulaix: Since they first met at my home three
months ago. It was love at first sight. Czecka wanted
to take her right away—but Gredda has been afraid to
make the break. It was only last night she decided. You
see, I mean to see that she has a chance for her hap¬
piness.
Pa: (Turns to Gredda.) But you can't leave Roger.
Why, you been with him two year.
Mrs. Roulaix: (Promptly) But she ain't married to him.
Pa: It ain't honorable to leave him. You went to him
of your own will. You had a home with me—you didn't
have to go.
Gredda: Oh, but I did—I did. (She gets herself under
control and subsides again.)
Mrs. Roulaix: Did you pick your wife because you
loved her, Mr. Nelson?
Pa: Of course I did. Why, I should I've 'a married her
otherwise. But what's that go to do with it?
Mrs. Roulaix: I don't think Gredda ever loved Roger.
Pa: (After a pause—looking, mystified, at Gredda.)
But if you didn't want him, why did you leave me fer
him?
(Gredda looks down and doesn't answer.)
Mrs. Roulaix: Do you think any decent Swedish girl
would live in the same house with a—
Gredda: (Interrupting her hurriedly) Oh, no, no,
don't-—•
Mrs. Roulaix: You may as well let the blame rest where
it should, Gredda. (Turning to Pa.) If you had been
content to live alone after your wife died—let Gredda
take care of you—this never would have happened. That
dirty half-breed you took to live with you—and her crew
of bastard kids. No wonder Gredda took the first
chance she had to pull out.
Gredda: (Looking anxiously, half apologetically at Pa)
It wasn't only that, Pa, really it wasn't. Roger was so
kind—so good—and he wanted me. I liked him. I still do.
Pa: (Seeming not to have heard her) Aw, Mamie's all
right—it ain't natural for a man not to have a woman.
Mrs. Roulaix: She isn't good enough for you to marry!
Pa: (Calmly, as if explaining to a stupid child) You
ain't been amongst us very long, Ma'm. You don't know
our ways. Up here white men don't marry Indjans.
(Turning to Gredda) You should'a said somethin' to me,
daughter.
Gredda: It was your business, Pa—I didn't feel it was
my right to have a say.
Pa: But you've lived with Roger. You belong to him.
What did he have to say about all this?
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Gredda: He said he'd marry me as soon as he could,
like he promised, if it was marryin' I wanted. If it was
Czecka, he said he hoped I'd do what would make me
happy—in the long run.
Pa: (Shaking and scratching his head) I don't like this.
I don't know what the Reverend will say. You're as good
as married to Roger. You had ought to stick to your
man—it's us folks' way.
(Mrs. Roulaix had gone to the window and casually
looked out—she turns now.)
Mrs. Roulaix: Here’s Mrs. Johnson now. We'll prob¬
ably hear everything the Reverend had to say on the
subject. (She settles herself as if preparing to do
battle.)
(There is a knock at the door. Pa goes over and
opens the door. Mrs. Johnson enters. She is a tall, spare
woman who gives the general impression of tightness. Her
gray hair is pulled back severely under her black hat.
She has a thin face, with sharp, clear eyes and a thin
mouth.)
Mrs. Johnson: Good morning, Sven. Good morning,
Gredda. Good morning, Mrs. Doctor Roulaix.
(Pa mutters "Mornin, Ellie"—Gredda nods.)
Mrs. Roulaix: Good morning, Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. Johnson: Mrs. Reverend Johnson. (Turns abrupt¬
ly to Gredda.) I thought you'd be here. Czecka just
left our house a few minutes ago. He told us what you
two had in mind to do.
Mrs. Roulaix: And what business is it of your husband
what they do?
Mrs. Johnson: (Frigidly) My husband is the spiritual
guide of these people. He sees to it that they lead
moral Christian lives.
Mrs. Roulaix: Visibly relieved) Oh well then—he agrees
‘hat Czecka and Gredda should get married.
Mrs. Johnson: He does not.
(There is a pause. Gredda seems to collapse. Mrs.
Roulaix is dumbfounded. Pa shakes his head in agree¬
ment.)
Mrs. Roulaix: But did Czecka explain everything to him?
Mrs. Johnson: He did. My husband knew most of it
already. You see, he had a long talk with Gredda before
she went to live with Roger.
Mrs. Roulaix: But surely your husband thinks it is more
moral for Gredda to marry Czecka than to go on living
with Roger.
Mrs. Johnson: My husband advised Gredda to go to
Roger after he had to put his wife away—it isn't nat¬
ural for a man to live by himself. He wanted Gredda—
and well, Gredda wasn't very happy here.
Mrs. Roulaix: But he can't marry her—she's living with
a man out of wedlock—surely that isn't moral.
Mrs. Johnson: Roger's wife can't last much longer down
in that Sanitarium. They can get married when she dies.
They will get married when she dies. My husband will
see to that.
Gredda: (Turning to Mrs. Johnson) Oh, but I love
Czecka. I want him as I've never wanted anything be¬

fore. He hadn't come here yet when I went to Roger.
I didn't know—I didn't know—(She begins to weep, rock¬
ing slowly back and forth.)
Mrs. Johnson: That don't make any difference. Your
place is back with your man. Nothin’ makes any differ¬
ence—you're his—us folks don't leave our mates. You
have to go back.
(A sound of a motor boat off stage. Mrs. Roulaix,
who has been worried at the turn of events, hears it,
glances out the window and smiles complacently. The
others do not seem to have heard it.)
Gredda: Oh, I don't—
Mrs. Johnson (Interrupting her) You know you’re doin'
wrong. You've listened to Czecka and Mrs. Doctor
Roulaix. They're new here—they don't know us—don't
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know our ways. You do. Rou're one of us. You .know
you must go back.
Gredda: Oh, ! can’t.
Mrs. Johnson: What would your mother say if she was
here? You're married to Roger by everything but the
law and she'd say you ought to go back to him.
(Mrs. Roulaix has quietly gone over to the door. She
opens it, looking out. Czecka's voice is heard. "I've just
been talking to that damned old fool Johnson and he
says"—Czecka steps into the room, sees Mrs. Johnson
and stops short, not ending his sentence.)
Czecka: Oh, I beg your pardon, Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. Johnson: (Begins disapprovingly) Mrs. Reverend-—
Czecka: Oh, I'm sorry. It’s so hard to remember.
Hello, Gredda. (There is a pause. Gredda looks up but
says nothing. Pa ignores him. Mrs. Roulaix beams and
nods.) I'm glad you got packed so early. (He looks
squarely at Mrs. Johnson.) Rev. Johnson won't marry us.
But I've got my boat and we can go down to Beaver
Falls. (Gredda tries to speak. He goes one.) We can
probably get someone down there to marry us. If not,
we can keep on goin' south of the Range (laughs ner¬
vously, a bit defiantly). We can get married in St.
Paul, I know.
Gredda: (Looks up at Czecka, then down at her hands
in her lap.) I don't think I'd better go with you. I knew
all along it was wrong for me to go. It was just be¬
cause I wanted you so I tried to make myself believe it
was right.
Czecka: Oh, Gredda, have they been talking to you?
Don't believe them—please don't believe them.
We love each other—we want each other.
(Gredda tries once more to speak.

Pa: She's right, Gredda. I know it's all my fault. If
you could just 'a waited 'till Czecka came. But you
didn't. You picked your man—now you got to stay by
him.
Czecka: Gredda—Gredda—you owe me something
and something to yourself—our love—
Gredda: (Jumping up and turning on them) Oh, stop
it—stop quarreling over me.
Gredda: No. Czecka. All my life I've been letting
people make decisions for me. First it was my mother—
then Roger and the Johnsons—now you and Mrs. Rou¬
laix. This time I don't need any help. I've known all
along what I should do—what I must do—what will make
me happy—in the long run. I've made up my mind—
it's settled and I don't want any of you to speak of it
again—ever.
(She pauses—walks over to her suitcase, picks it up,
crosses to the door. She stops, turns, slowly nods to
Mrs. Johnson and goes out, closing the door after her.
There is a moment of silence within the room. Czecka
slumps on the cot, head in hands. Mrs. Roulaix looks
out the window and makes a gesture as if to recall
Gredda. Pa stands quietly, then gets out his pipe and
lights it. There is the sound of a motor starting. It
dies away.)
Pa: She's took my boat.
Mrs. Johnson: She's goin' back to him—that's right—
it's us folks' way.

SUDDEN DEATH TO
SMOKER’S BREATH

Czecka stops her.)

Czecka: It's all right—it is right for us to marry. Oh,
don't make me go thru all this again. Trust me we re
right, I tell you—come with me.
Gredda: (Not looking at him) My people—they know
what.
Czecka: Your people—we can leave them—they don't
know what is right for us. It's just their traditions—the
things they brought with them from the old country.
Gredda: Oh, Czecka, I love you. I do want you,
but they're right—they're right. I knew it all along, but
I didn't want to know.
Mrs. Roulaix: You're just excited, Gredda. Mrs. John¬
son here (Mrs. Johnson starts to say Mrs. Reverend) Oh,
all right, Mrs. Reverend Johnson, Mrs. God Johnson if
you wish—she's trying to steal your happiness away with
her harping on your "people's ways." Go out into the
world—leave this little provincial Swedish hole—get into
another place where the moral perspective isn't so
warped and you'll see it's right for you to go to Czecka.
Mrs. Johnson: I'm not trying to rob you of happiness,
Gredda. I'm trying to keep you from robbing yourself
of it. You can't get away from the ways under which you
been raised. If you go with Czecka you'll always be in
doubt. Go back to Roger—be safe, be sure you're right.
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